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A; Connect the pictures with the appropriate sentences. 

            

 

1. He focuses the sun rays using a magnifying glass to make a fire. 

2. Only a special groups of sharks can be dangerous. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

B; Complete the following sentences with the words given. 

( symbols, tool, identify, founded, respect, definition) 

3. She had been always honest with me, and I ................her for that. 

4.This international art museum was...................many years ago. 

5. There is no suitable ................for the "young person" in this text. 

6.A list of pronounciation ................... is given in the introduction of this dictionary. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

C; Use your own knoeledge to complete the sentences. 

7. Avoid eating foods that ......... a lot of fat. 

8.A: What does DVD ..........?  B:Digital Versatile Disk. 

9.My grand mother is .........of hearing. she can't hear well. 

01.Our teacher ............us to buy an elemetary Oxford dictionary. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

 



D: Match column A with column B. 

00. The beginng part of a book that gives general idea                  a. introduction 

02. To suddenly decide to do something                                       b. deserve 

03. In a quiet way                                                                         c. calmly 

04. to be worthy                                                                          d. jump into 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

E; Choose the best answer. 

05. She couldn't .............him because he had stolen her cellphone. 

a. spare            b. dedicate         c. distinguish           d. forgive 

06. The authour .............. a dictionary in less than a year. 

a. compiled       b. compared      c. magnified       d. founded 

07. The rich man .............a lot of money to improving the education system. 

a.contained      b. replied      d. dedicated      d. arranged 

08. Kindness..........energy and strength in elderly people. 

a. fails           b. handles        c. translates      d. boosts 

09. Nelson Mandela's work ..............the new generation to fight against cruelty. 

a.inspired       b. shouted      c. deserved        d. honored 

21. That is the dictionary entry.............you are looking for. 

a.who          b. what       c. whom        d. which 

20. Their sister bought a new dress at a low price,.............? 

a. doesn't she     b. don't they         c. didn't she    d. didn' they 

22. A new medicine .............by sciecntists to cure Covid 09 yet? 

a. hasn't been discovered     b. was dicoverd   c. had discovered   d. is going to discover 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

F; Put the correct form of the verbs in the blanks. 

23. A gazelle ...............by a cruel hunter last week. ( kill) 

24. The company ..........the vaccine to many countries, doesn't it? (send) 

25. Persian ..........in Iran, Tajikestan, and Afghanestan. (speak) 

26.The first television ...........by Baird in 0924. (invent) 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 



G; Use connecting words " but., or, so, and" in the following sentences. 

27.Robert can sing well, .......he can't draw well. 

28. My grandfather can't sleep, .....he is going to drink a glass of hot milk. 

29.We can take a taxi, ..........travel by train. 

31.Reza went swimming last week, .........he had a great time. 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

H; Cloze Test 

A new study found that having children in the house    ...30.... lack of enough sleep in many 

mothers. Motherhood significantly ......32.......the number of hours a mother slept each 

night . .....33......, this had a negative effect on mothers' energy levels and tierdness during 

the day . The study found that fathers' sleep remained largely unaffected by having 

.......34.......in the house. 48 percent of mothers under 45 reported getting an average of 

seven hours of sleep a night,......35......62 percent of women of the same age who did not 

have at home . The researchers believe that lack of sleep negatively influence physical and 

.......36.......well- being children . It increases the risk of diabetes, obesity, and depression. 

30. a. lowerd                b. improved                c. changed                     d. caused 

32. a. reduced             b. spared                      c. preferred                  d. increased 

33. a. firstly               b. repeatedly                 c. increasingly             d. calmly 

34.a. kids                   b. hobbies                     c. products                    d. rooms 

35. a. caring for          b. in spite of                  c. in addition to          d.compared with 

36. a. educational       b. mental                       c. local                       d. national 

------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------ 

I; Reading Comprehension 

A good dictionary must give example sentences for every word. Example sentences are 

English sentences which contain a word. 

Example sentences are not just helpful- they are actually more impotrtant than the 

defintions. while a definition tells you the meaning of a word and ( sometimes ) gives you 

some grammatical information , example sentences have at least two advantages: 

 0. they let you check if you've understood the definition correctly. The meaning of a word 

can become much clear if you read a few sentences with the word. 

2.  they show you how to use a word in sentences. Many words 'go with' certain grammar 

structures( for example, the word 'important'  is often used in the phrase ' it is important 

to...' or words (for example the word 'weather' goes with 'forecast' and not 'prediction;). 

Example sentence present this information in a clear way. You can easily copy them to 

make your own 

natural sentences. 



37. Example sentences help you learn more. TRUE                FALSE 

38. Definition are not important at all.             TRUE                FALSE 

39.What does a definition tell us? 

41. What does the word 'weather' to with? 
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